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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are designing the receipt format for retail stores.
You need to ensure that receipts display the store number,
register number, and date.
Which profile should you use?
A. visual profile
B. hardware profile
C. receipt profile
D. functionality profile
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following is not an area under Theory of
Constraints?
A. Performance Measurements
B. Elimination of Waste
C. Drum Buffer Rope Scheduling
D. Process Tools
Answer: B
Explanation:
Elimination is not under theory of Constraints but in a bigger
idea of Lean and JIT. All other
choices are areas under Theory of Constraints

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following modifications can you apply to a
development template
within Admin Center?
There are 2 correct answers to this question.
Choose:
A. Add fields
B. Set minimum goals
C. Apply text replacement
D. Edit categories
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two design options are best to reduce security concerns
when adopting loT into an organization?(Choose two)
A. Encrypt data at rest on all devices in the IOT network.
B. Implement video analytics on IP cameras.
C. Ensure that applications can gather and analyze data at the
edge.
D. Segment the Field Area Network form the Data Center network.
E. Encrypt sensor data in transit.
Answer: D,E
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